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development fund and an Angel Network to help better
finance Stevens’ technologies.
Additional technology businesses are in now the
works. These range from companies that produce
extremely precise optical sensors for border security to
a photographic-quality security camera that works in
darkness and through snow and rain, and which can
also detect chemical agents. Both have major market

If you own or operate
contaminated
real estate in
L_.D
New Jersey, is it possible to
cleanup the property without the State
of New Jersey’s direct oversight, that is,
on a private basis?

potential.
“We want to be known as the go-to university
for innovative technologies and ideas,” says Dr.
Christodoulatos. “When investors or business people in
New York ask where they can go for new technologies,
we want them to say, ‘Why not go across the river?’”
Opportunities for partnership with -Stevens for
technology commercialization are abundant and
available to New Jersey businesses and entrepreneurs
alike. For more information on how you can be part of
the Technogenesis experience at Stevens Institute of
Technology, contact Dr. Christodoulatos at christod@
stevens edu.
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PatrickA. Be,zinski is directorof university communications
at Stevens institute of Technology
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earn more about Stevens Institute of Technology,
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Survey ResuItsHighIights:
Business Climate: U.S. companies are more radically affected; with 69pecent sharing a pessimisti,
outlook while Canadian companies ranked consistently more optimistLcrelative to the rest of the
world A strong group (30 percent) in the EU/AAAME r#main somewhat confident in their local
economies
‘Key Technology Trends: Microsoft App.-Dev. remains strongin theU.S., but islosing ground in
Canada and EUIAAAME In 2008 there was a clear emergence for Open Source as wellas Mobile
and Wireless Solutions as strategic technologies
Strategic Focus In 2008 all regions focused on fa4y tif same strategies with increased
attention to sales (ranking as prionty from 35 to 55 percent oveast three years) Ease of use
and new product areas remained strong priorities (55 60 percent range) over the same period
demonstrating that innovatiOn in the IT industry remainscrucil dâring.crises.
Revenue Growth and Exports Revenue growth was slightly faster in the US and Canada but
much faster in EU/AAAME.
Financing The following trends emerged Companies in EU/AAAME are relatively stable over
past two years tapping various capital sources but with a focuson private investment which
represents 50 percent of their capital Personal investilient has decreased radically in North
America especially in Canada where it went from 85 to 36 percent indicating thesignificant
indebtedness of IT industry owners is putting pressure on their company s capitalization US firms
have increased reliance on friends and family in lieu of VC and personal financing
“The exceptional degree of globalization in IT firms is also a factor explaining their similarities
in strategic focus Gagnon added “While national and regional differences remain with IT
industry executives becoming more cautious (and more pessirfiistic in the case of US firms) the
potential for growth and the stability of.technology, market, and financial trendsprovidç a ppstive
context for continued development.
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Yes. On May 7, 2009, a new
law was passed in New Jersey
known as the “New Jersey Site
Remediation Reform Act.” Prior to this
new legislation, virtually all remediation
cases in New Jersey required some form
of direct oversight involving the New
Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (“NJDEP”) However under
the new law, many remediation efforts
could be implemented without direct
NJDEP oversight. In short, the new law
encourages environmental consultants to
pursue licensure and certification under
NJDEP’s new privatization program. In turn,
owners and operators of contaminated
property may now retain’ certified
consultants to perform the investigation
and remediation work in conformance
with NJDEP’s requirements. Under NJDEP’s
existing program, historically the State
would review a consultants proposal for
approval, and frequently respond UEwhole
or part with deficiencies or an approval.
In contrast the new law permits the
consultant not the State to certify4hat the
property meets applicable standards This
new legislation is intended to streamline
the process and reduce the time of the
overalliremediation process
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Marc D,Policastro is ashareholder at
Giordano Halleran & Q.esla PC in the
firms Environmental Practice Group
He can be reached at, (732) -224-6507
-a moicasto@ghciawcm. :
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